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Press Release 

Do Not Make Idlib a Sacrifice to your Treason like Aleppo, Mosul and Raqqa 

(Translated) 

Michael Ratney, the U.S. Special Envoy for Syria, said last week: “It has become harder for the U.S. 

to convince the international players in Idlib to not resort to the needed military interventions.” Upon this 

Prime Minister Yıldırım stated that “If the U.S. hits Idlib we will close the borders as a precaution.” And 

President Erdoğan made these remarks, “We are having meetings with Iran and Russia and they are 

going good, we will solve Idlib together with Russia.” on the subject. It is also known that TSK (Turkish 

Armed Forces) is sending military shipments to the border for some time now. All these statements are 

signs that there will be a bloody attack on Idlib soon. 

Western nations which are the source of tyranny and collaborate regimes, have taken a hostile 

stance against the Syrian uprising from the very beginning. They have made plans upon plans, traps 

upon traps to end this Islamic uprising. They have invented conspiracy theories to control public opinion. 

They have supported the tyrannical Assad regime and lengthened its life. Iran and its party in Lebanon, 

coalition nations led by Russia and the U.S.; have burned, razed and committed many massacres. But 

despite all their might they could not make the Muslims with Ikhlas (sincerity) bend their knees. Upon 

this they bought men who have no political vision with dirty monies and made some way that way. And 

now the goal of their evil plans is Idlib. 

O Leaders! With orders from the U.S., you have become the lifeline of America and Assad when 

the whole of Aleppo was going to be taken over, with your Euphrates Shield Operation. You have done 

everything in your power to join the operation in Mosul where thousands of Muslims were massacred 

and the ancient city was turned into ruin. But you did not join because your ally U.S.A. did not want it! 

You have congratulated leader of the gang Hashdi Shabi Abadi, personally, a man who gave the order 

of “Kill everything that moves.” in Mosul, who turned the Tigris and Euphrates into graveyards. You have 

joined the evil coalition led by the U.S. You have become an accomplice in the massacre of innocent 

Muslims by opening your ports, airspaces and bases and sometimes you have joined this tyranny with 

your own fighters. You have gone into a race to become a legionary with PYD / PKK in order to please 

your allies who made massacres in Raqqa.  But you were not the one that was chosen again! And now 

are you going to be an accomplice to a massacre by being declared terrorists, just because two and half 

million Muslims did not bow down to democracy. Will you close your borders to victims?! 

Did you not say that if you won Aleppo and Mosul would win? Did you not say that you were going 

to be the hope of the victims and stand before tyrants? Did you not say that the game which is played in 

our countries are the same and that you would stand firm against the powers that stand behind it? Did 

you not say that you would ruin the conspiracies played on Syria and Iraq! Are you protecting the victims 

by working together with Russia, Iran and the U.S.? May Veyl (destruction) be upon you! The mission 

the colonialists gave you is nothing more than giving humanitarian help! 

O People of Power! Hundreds of thousands of innocent Muslims were massacred until today and 

you are still trying to become friends with the Kuffar who did this tyranny, you are still trying to help the 

victim with the initiative given by the tyrant. Wullahi! Your treason is greater than your helplessness. 

Your hypocritical politics is under the hegemony of the U.S. Wullahi! What you did will be recorded in the 

pages of history as a black stain. The Muslims will never forget what you did! As for our Lord; Allah Azza 

Wa Jallah whose questioning is hard and punishment severe, will surely ask you to answer for your 

treason and leaving the Muslims without any help, on Judgement Day. 
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